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1 IntroductionPicture an information analyst searching for opinions in the world press about a particularevent. Our research goal is to help him or her �nd what they are looking for by automatically�nding text segments expressing opinions, and organizing them in a useful way.In order to develop a computer system to do this, we need people to annotate (mark up)texts with relevant properties, such as whether the language used is opinionated and whethersomeone expresses a negative attitude toward someone else.Below are descriptions of the properties we want you to annotate. We will not give you formalcriteria for identifying them. We don't know formal criteria for identifying them! We want youto use your human knowledge and intuition to identify the information. Our system will thenlook at your answers and try to �gure out how it can make the same kinds of judgments itself.This document presents the ideas behind the annotations.1 A separate document will explainexactly what to annotate and how. An annotation system has been built using She�eldUniversity's Gate system (see http://gate.ac.uk/ for information about Gate).As of August 2002, the annotation system instructions and some sample annota-tions are available athttp://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/opinion-annotations/gate-instructions/When you annotate, please try to be as consistent as you can be. In addition, it is essentialthat you interpret sentences and words with respect to the context in which they appear.Don't take them out of context and think about what they could mean; judge them as theyare being used in that particular sentence and document.You will probably need to go through the instructions more than once.As an overview, the annotations are centered around two main types of things: (1) explicitlymentioned private states and speech events (e.g., \John hates Bill" and \Mary said shewould be home late"), and (2) expressive subjective elements (e.g., \to put it mildly"and \what an idiot"). When you annotate a text, you will identify text spans correspondingto these things, as well as other information, such as the source (e.g., whose opinion is beingexpressed?) and type (e.g., is the opinion a positive one?) Many of the same concepts areimportant for both (1) and (2). The instructions begin with explicitly mentioned privatestates (in section 2). By the time we get to expressive subjective elements (in section 3),1The conceptual framework used here is from (?; ?). It is built on work in linguistics and literary theoryon subjectivity; that work directly addresses the linguistic expressions of attitudes. Please see (?; ?; ?; ?) forreferences. The framework of (?; ?) is an adaption of other work to the needs of NLP applications, by focusingon ambiguities that must be resolved to track point of view in language.3



much of the conceptual framework needed has already been covered, so less space is requiredto explain them.2 Explictly mentioned private states and speech events2.1 IntroductionWe are particularly concerned in this project with texts that describe the private states andspeech events of people.A private state is an internal mental or emotional state; \private state" is a general term thatcovers opinions, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, emotions, goals, evaluations, and judgments. Wecan break a private state into components, viewing it as a state of an experiencer holdingan attitude, optionally toward an object. For example, for the private state John hatesMary, the experiencer is John the attitude is hate, and the object is Mary.A speech event is a speaking event, and includes writing as well as speaking. A speech eventhas a writer or speaker, obviously, and an object, namely, the thing that is written or said.Sometimes, we will refer to the object of a private state or speech event as its contents. Wemean the same thing by both.For the sake of brevity, we will use one general term for the experiencer of a privatestate, the writer of a speech event, or the speaker of a speech event. Any of thesewill be called a \source."2.2 Nested sources of private states and speech eventsObviously, the writer of an article is a source: he wrote the sentences you are reading. Butthe writer may also write about other people's private states and speech events, so we mayhave multiple sources in a sentence. For example, each of the following sentences has twosources: the writer (because he wrote the sentences), and Sue (because she is the source of aspeech event in (1) and of private states in (2) and (3), namely thinking and being afraid).(1) Sue said, \That's a stupid idea."(2) Sue thinks that it's a stupid idea.(3) Sue is afraid to go outside.Note, however, that we really don't know what Sue says, thinks, or feels. All we know iswhat the writer tells us. Thus, (1), e.g., does not directly present Sue's speech event but4



rather Sue's speech event according to the writer. Thus, we have a natural nesting of sourcesin a sentence, and will view sentences as having levels. Sentences (1)-(3) have two levels each:a level for (the writer), and a level for (the writer, Sue).There may be more than two levels, as in the following sentences:(4) Sue said that Mary believes that Gore won the election.Sources: (writer)(writer, Sue)(writer, Sue, Mary).(5) Sue thinks that Bob said that the permits will no longer be accepted.Sources: (writer)(writer, Sue)(writer, Sue, Bob).(6) Sue is afraid that Daphne hates her.Sources: (writer)(writer, Sue)(writer, Sue, Daphne).How we might intuitively describe the levels of a sentence depends on the types of speechevents and private states involved. As it happens, speech events are typically easier to de-scribe than private states. Sentence (4), for example, is easy to describe, because it onlyinvolves speech events:(writer) According to the writer, Sue said that Mary believes that Gore won the election.(writer, Sue): According to the writer, according to Sue, Mary believes that Gore won theelection.(writer, Sue, Mary): According to the writer, according to Sue, according to Mary, Gorewon the election.Our intuitive description of sentence (6) is somewhat di�erent, because it involves emotionalprivate states (which are not well described with the phrase \according to"):(writer): According to the writer, Sue is afraid that Daphne hates her.(writer, Sue): According to the writer, there is a private state of Sue (that she is afraidthat Daphne hates her).(writer, Sue, Daphne): According to the writer, there is a private state of Sue toward aprivate state of Daphne (that she hates Sue).Here are some real examples from newspaper articles:(7) \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert politicalpressure on the Chinese Government," human rights experts said at a seminar5



held by the China Society for Study of Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday.Sources: (writer) (writer, human-rights-experts)(writer, human-rights-experts,report)The entire sentence is attributed to the writer. The stu� in the quotes is attributed to (writer,human-rights-experts). The 3rd level, (writer, human-rights-experts, report), isintroduced because a private state of the report is presented, namely that the report has theaim to tarnish China's image and exert political pressure (according to the writer, accordingto the human rights experts).(8) \It is heresy," said Cao. \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."Sources: (writer)(writer, Cao)(writer, Cao, Shouters)Again, the entire sentence is attributed to the writer, and the stu� in quotes is attributed to(writer, Cao). At the (writer, Cao, Shouters) level, we have the Shouter's claim thatthey are bigger than Jesus (according to the writer, according to Cao).A note about terminology: (writer, Cao, Shouters) is the nested source of the claim speechevent, and Shouters is its immediate source.2.3 The outside, inside, and on parts of sentences presenting private statesand speech eventsSuppose a sentence presents a private state or speech event. The part of the sentence thatpresents the private state or speech event can be broken down into three pieces:outside: The stu� outside the scope of the private-state or speech-event phrase (this includes,but is not necessarily limited to, the text span that designates the source).on: The private-state or speech event phrase itself (for private states, this is the text spanthat designates the attitude).inside: The stu� inside the scope of the private-state or speech-event phrase (this is the textspan that designates the object).Let's consider an example sentence:
6



||||||||||{(15) John believes that Mary hates it that Tom believes that 2+2=5First consider the writer's top-level speech event (i.e., the writing of the sentence itself).The writer is implicitly the source, and the outside and on are implicit (i.e., something like,The writer writes that or According to the writer). The inside is the entire sentence.� Now consider John's believing state:The source: (writer, John)The text span that presents it: \John believes that Mary hates it that Tom believes that2+2=5".The outside: \John"The on: \believes that"The inside: \Mary hates it that Tom believes that 2+2=5"� Next is Mary's hatred state:The source: (writer, John, Mary)The text span: \Mary hates it that Tom believes that 2+2=5"The outside: \Mary"The on: \hates it that"The inside: \Tom believes that 2+2=5"� Finally, we have Tom's believing state:The source: (writer, John, Mary, Tom)The text span: \Tom believes that 2+2=5"The outside: \Tom"The on: \believes that"The inside: \2+2=5"||||||||||{ 7



Note that the outside may include more than a reference to the source. For example, con-sider the sentence:\On Tuesday, John said that he was leaving, while hanging up the phone."The outside consists of \On Tuesday, John" and \while hanging up the phone." The on is\said that" and the inside is \he was leaving"There are di�erent ways we could de�ne the outside for a private state or speech event. Weadopt the following de�nition of an outside: The outside for a particular private stateor speech event P is simply the parent inside from the higher level minus P 's on and P 'sinside. Because the outside is de�ned in terms of ons and insides, having a separate termfor it is merely a convenience.The remainder of this section presents a number of examples of insides, outsides, and ons.You may �nd that some of the text spans and outsides are non-intuitive. They are deter-mined according to the de�nition of outside given just above. Don't worry too much aboutthe text spans and outsides; the more important items are the source, the ons, and theinsides.||||||||||{(4) Sue said that Mary believes that Gore won the election.� Sue's speech event:The source: (writer, Sue)The text span: \Sue said that Mary believes that Gore won the election"The outside: \Sue"The on: \said that"The inside: \Mary believes that Gore won the election"� Mary's believing state:The source: (writer, Sue, Mary)The text span: \Mary believes that Gore won the election"The outside: \Mary"The on: \believes that"The inside: \Gore won the election" 8



||||||||||{(7) \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert political pressure on theChinese Government," human rights experts said at a seminar held by the China Society forStudy of Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday.� The human-rights-experts' speech event:The source: (writer, human-rights-experts)The text span: \`Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert politicalpressure on the Chinese Government,' human rights experts said at a seminar held bythe China Society for Study of Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday."The outside: \human rights experts", \at a seminar held by the China Society for Studyof Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday"The on: \said"The inside: \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert politicalpressure on the Chinese Government"� The report's aim:The source: (writer, human-rights-experts, report)The text span: \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert politicalpressure on the Chinese Government"The outside: \Its", \the 2001 report"The on: \aim of"The inside: \is to tarnish China's image and exert political pressure on the Chinese Gov-ernment"||||||||||{(8) \It is heresy," said Cao. \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."� Cao's speech event:The source: (writer, Cao)The text span: \`It is heresy,' said Cao. `The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."'The outside: \Cao"The on: \said" 9



The inside: \It is heresy"; \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."� The Shouters' claim:The source: (writer, Cao, Shouters)The text span: \It is heresy"; \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus"The outside: \It is heresy"; \The `Shouters"'The on: \claim"The inside: \they are bigger than Jesus"||||||||||{(HR38.3) U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell released the State Department's annual re-port on human rights around the world yesterday, saying America's concern for world freedomhelps �ght terrorism, instability, and conict.� Powell's speech event:The source: (writer, Powell)The text span: \U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell released the State Department'sannual report on human rights around the world yesterday, saying America's concernfor world freedom helps �ght terrorism, instability, and conict."The outside: \U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell released the State Department's annualreport on human rights around the world yesterday"The on: \saying"The inside: \America's concern for world freedom helps �ght terrorism, instability, andconict."� America's concern:The source: (writer, Powell, America)The text span: \America's concern for world freedom helps �ght terrorism, instability, andconict."The outside: \America's"; \helps �ght terrorism, instability, and conict"The on: \concern for"The inside: \world freedom" 10



||||||||||{(HR38.23) Craner acknowledges that many people fear human rights issues will take a backseat to �ghting terrorism in the Bush administration, but he says human rights are, in fact,a key part of that �ght { a lesson, he suggested, that many in the White House had learnedfrom bad experiences during the Cold War.� Craner's acknowledgement:The source: (writer, Craner)The text span: \Craner acknowledges that many people fear human rights issues will takea back seat to �ghting terrorism in the Bush administration, but he says human rightsare, in fact, a key part of that �ght { a lesson, he suggested, that many in the WhiteHouse had learned from bad experiences during the Cold War."The outside: \Craner"; \but he says human rights are, in fact, a key part of that �ght { alesson, he suggested, that many in the White House had learned from bad experiencesduring the Cold War."The on: \acknowledges that"The inside: \many people fear human rights issues will take a back seat to �ghting terrorismin the Bush administration"� Many people's fear:The source: (writer, Craner, many people)The text span: \many people fear human rights issues will take a back seat to �ghtingterrorism in the Bush administration"The outside: \many people"The on: \fear"The inside: \human rights issues will take a back seat to �ghting terrorism in the Bushadministration"� Craner's speech event:The source: (writer, Craner)The text span: \Craner acknowledges that many people fear human rights issues will takea back seat to �ghting terrorism in the Bush administration, but he says human rightsare, in fact, a key part of that �ght { a lesson, he suggested, that many in the WhiteHouse had learned from bad experiences during the Cold War."11



The outside: \Craner acknowledges that many people fear human rights issues will takea back seat to �ghting terrorism in the Bush administration, but he"; \a lesson, hesuggested, that many in the White House had learned from bad experiences during theCold War."The on: \says"The inside: \human rights are, in fact, a key part of that �ght"� Craner's suggesting event:The source: (writer, Craner)The text span: \Craner acknowledges that many people fear human rights issues will takea back seat to �ghting terrorism in the Bush administration, but he says human rightsare, in fact, a key part of that �ght { a lesson, he suggested, that many in the WhiteHouse had learned from bad experiences during the Cold War."The outside: \Craner acknowledges that many people fear human rights issues will take aback seat to �ghting terrorism in the Bush administration, but he says human rightsare, in fact, a key part of that �ght"; \he"The on: \suggested"The inside: \a lesson"; \that many in the White House had learned from bad experiencesduring the Cold War"� Many in the White House's learning event:The source: (writer, Craner, Many in the White House)The text span: \a lesson"; \that many in theWhite House had learned from bad experiencesduring the Cold War"The outside: \that many in the White House"; \from bad experiences during the ColdWar"The on: \had learned"The inside: \a lesson"� Many in the White House's bad experiences:22NOTE: this private state does not pass criterion C1 (see section 2.7.1) for being a signi�cant-and-particularprivate state (see section 2.7 below) { we do not see enough of the content of the experiences. To date, ourannotators have been restricted to identifying only signi�cant-and-particular private states, so they would nothave annotated this private state. 12



The source: (writer, Craner, Many in the White House)The text span: \a lesson"; \that many in theWhite House had learned from bad experiencesduring the Cold War"The outside: \that many in the White House had learned from"; \during the Cold War"The on: \bad experiences"The inside: none||||||||||{2.4 A private state or speech event should be annotated only if it is ex-plicitly mentioned, not just inferredYou will be asked to identify explicitly mentioned private states and speech events, by iden-tifying their ons, sources, and other attributes.In this section, we want to highlight the word explicitly: the private state or speech eventmust be explicitly mentioned (or must be very intimately related to an action that is expli-cilty mentioned; see the next paragraph). It is not good enough that it may be inferred. Forexample, consider \John went to the store to buy some bread." We can infer that he probablyhad the goal to buy bread and probably wanted bread, but please don't annotate those kindsof inferred private states. Why not? Because almost all actions are intentional, so you wouldend up annotating almost all actions. We want to focus on private states and speech eventsin particular in this project.What about the stu� in parentheses above: \(or must be very intimately related to an actionthat is explicilty mentioned)"? We call such actions private-state actions. Examples are:booing someone, shrugging ones shoulders, sighing heavily, shaking ones �st angrily, wavingones hand dismissively, smirking. They are direct, physical expressions of privatestates; that is their reason for being. Here is an example from a newspaper article:||||||||||{(M1.19) As the long line of would-be voters marched in, snaking back and forth across theplaying �elds to save space, those near the front of the queue began to spontaneously applaudthose who were far behind them.� Those near the front of the queue's applauding private-state action (the applause is adirect expression of a positive evaluation, and we do annotate it):The source: (writer, those near the front of the queue)13



The text span: \As the long line of would-be voters marched in, snaking back and forthacross the playing �elds to save space, those near the front of the queue began tospontaneously applaud those who were far behind them."The outside: \As the long line of would-be voters marched in, snaking back and forth acrossthe playing �elds to save space, those near the front of the queue"The on: \began to spontaneously applaud"The inside: \those who were far behind them"||||||||||{In contrast, consider the following sentence from a newspaper article:||||||||||{(9) After visiting the region several times, Italian senator Renzo Gubert, praised the ChineseGovernment's e�orts to protect the indigenous cultural and religious heritage while develop-ing the local economy.One might be tempted to annotate a private state for \the Chinese Government's e�ortsto protect the indigenous cultural..." However, while one may infer a private state from \ane�ort to protect something," we are being very stingy about annotating explicit private statesand private-state actions. An e�ort is not literally a private state or speech event. Nor is ita private-state action, such as sighing, which is a direct physical expression of a private state.Thus, the only explicit private state or speech event annotated in (9) should be Gubert'spraise (whose source is (writer, Gubert) and whose on is \praised").2.5 Cases when a source (other than the writer) is not mentioned in thesentence.This section describes a special situation that will arise occasionally when you annotate: asource (other than the writer) that should be annotated but is not mentioned in the sentence.There are two cases to consider.The �rst case is when you need to �ll in a previously-mentioned source in order to under-stand the sentence. Following are examples (the sentence(s) labeled Context are previoussentences included to provide context for the reader; the last sentence, e.g., HR16.13 here, isthe one we are discussing):||||||||||{Context: The US anti-terrorist alliance has become the embodiment of two-sided justice.(HR16.13): \If you're not with us, you're against us."14



� The US anti-terrorist alliance's speaking event (the quoted speech is attributed by thewriter to the US anti-terrorist alliance):The source: (writer, US anti-terrorist alliance)The text span: \If you're not with us, you're against us."The outside: noneThe on: noneThe inside: the same as the text span||||||||||{Context: \We think this is an example of the United States using human rights as a pretextto interfere in other countries' internal a�airs," Kong said. \We have repeatedly stressed thatno double standard should be employed in the �ght against terrorism," he added. Beijingblames Uighur separatists for bombings and assassinations, and says they are linked directlyto Osama bin Laden, the prime suspect in the September 11 attacks on New York and Wash-ington.(HR10.8) \By practicing double standard on human rights and minorities' issues, the UnitedStates will de�nitely be despised and opposed by all righteous people in the world."� Kong's speaking event (the implicit speaker is Kong):The source: (writer, Kong)The text span: \By practicing double standard on human rights and minorities' issues,the United States will de�nitely be despised and opposed by all righteous people in theworld."The outside: noneThe on: noneThe inside: the same as the text span||||||||||{The second case is when there is a particular source, but it is never identi�ed in the text.In this case, you should identify the source as implicit. Following is an example:||||||||||{(HR37.6): U.S. o�cials have partially endorsed that view, pointing to rebel leaders suchas Shamil Basayev and the Jordanian-born Omar Ibnal Khattab, who are believed to have15



�nancial and other ties to Osama bin Laden's al-Qaida terrorist network.� The believe state (the source is implicit, i.e., the writer does not identify who believes therebel leaders have �nancial ties to bin Laden's terrorist network):The source: (writer, implict)The text span: \U.S. o�cials have partially endorsed that view, pointing to rebel leaderssuch as Shamil Basayev and the Jordanian-born Omar Ibnal Khattab, who are believedto have �nancial and other ties to Osama bin Laden's al-Qaida terrorist network."The outside: \U.S. o�cials have partially endorsed that view, pointing to"The on: \who are believed to"The inside: \rebel leaders such as Shamil Basayev and the Jordanian-born Omar IbnalKhattab"; \have �nancial and other ties to Osama bin Laden's al-Qaida terrorist net-work."||||||||||{2.6 The onlyfactive attribute: are opinions or other private states ex-pressed?Once you have identi�ed the explicit private states and speech events in a sentence (and theassociated information, such as their nested sources and their ons), the onlyfactive attributemay be added. You will classify each explicitly mentioned private state or speech event aseither onlyfactive=yes or onlyfactive=no.Suppose you have identi�ed a private state or speech event P , and that you have decided itssource is (X1,X2,X3). The judgment we are making now is the following. According to X1,according to X2, is P a private state, or, in the case of a speech event, is P an expression of aprivate state? If P is a private state, then the tag is onlyfactive=no.3 If P is a speech event,then it could be either onlyfactive=yes or onlyfactive=no.Sentences should always be judged in the context in which they appear.3There is some question how to describe sentences such as \John knows that 2+2 is 4". This is factive(according to the writer), but it also expresses something about the state of John's knowledge (according tothe writer). Note that this is a rare use of \know". \Know" is more commonly used non-factively, as in \I justknow that John will be late again!". Please don't worry about this case for now. Tag any cases you see as youthink best, given the context in which the sentence appears. As we encounter instances of it, we'll determinehow to incorporate them into our overall conceptualization. One possibility is to de�ne two subsets of privatestate, knowledge private states and the others, and say we are looking for the others. It is not clear to me,though, that we want to do this. 16



To decide if onlyfactive is yes or no, you will consider the on and inside for P. Sometimes,all you need to look at is the on: it may itself tell you that P is an opinion, emotion, claim,criticism, etc., making onlyfactive equal to no. Examples are \hates" and \criticizes". If theon part is neutral, e.g., simply \said", then you need to consider P 's inside and the contextin which the sentence appears.An easy example is, \John said, `Mary is an idiot"', which is clearly an opinion at the level(writer, John). Thus, onlyfactive for John's speaking event is no.Note that, even if onlyfactive=no, P may involve something factual (according to X1, accord-ing to X2, according to X3). Consider the sentence \John criticized Mary for smoking." Thetag at the level (writer, John) is onlyfactive=no, because John's negative evaluation of Maryis being expressed. However, this does notmean that John does not believe thatMary smokes.We need to explicitly discuss an interesting case where the tag should be onlyfactive=no: factsand claims that are disputed in the context of the article. Consider \John said that smokingcauses cancer." In some articles, the tag at the level (writer, John) would be onlyfactive=yes.In other articles, it would be onlyfactive=no. You are not supposed to judge this with respectto your own beliefs, but instead consider the status of the proposition smoking causes cancerin the article. In a modern scienti�c article, it is likely to be treated as an undisputed fact.However, suppose it is an older article, in which the views of both scientists and tobaccoexecutives are given about the relation of smoking to cancer. When the proposition is dis-puted, an onlyfactive=no tag should be used. Even if only the views of the scientists or onlythe views of the tobacco executives are explicitly given in the article, the onlyfactive=no tagmight still be the right choice. The tag onlyfactive=no would be the right choice if,for example, the scientists are arguing against the idea that smoking does notcause cancer. In this case, the scientists would be going beyond simply presentingsomething they believe is a fact, and arguing against an alternative view, and forthe truthfulness of their own view. We are very interested in these kinds of argumentsin this research project, so we want you to identify them for us, tagging them onlyfactive=no.Here is discussion of some of the example sentences we already talked about above. Thesame information (or a subset of it) is given as above, with the onlyfactive attribute andcomments about it added:||||||||||{(15) John believes that Mary hates it that Tom believes that 2+2=5� The writer's speaking event:The source: (writer)The text span: the entire sentence 17



The outside: noneThe on: noneThe inside: the entire sentenceonlyfactive: yes.Comments about onlyfactive: The outside and on parts are implicit, so we only havethe inside part to consider. The inside part is that John believes something. ThatJohn believes that thing is presented as a fact at this level, so the tag is onlyfactive=yes.� John's believing state:The source: (writer, John)The text span that presents it: \John believes that Mary hates it that Tom believes that2+2=5".The outside: \John"The on: \believes that"The inside: \Mary hates it that Tom believes that 2+2=5"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive: The on phrase is believes that, which tells us that anopinion of John is being presented (according to the writer). You can see why we needto tease apart the various levels: onlyfactive=no does not mean that John does notbelieve the inside part; in fact, the sentence explicitly says he does believe it! Theonlyfactive=no means that the writer is presenting John's opinion.� Mary's hatred state:The source: (writer, John, Mary)The text span: \Mary hates it that Tom believes that 2+2=5"The outside: \Mary"The on: \hates it that"The inside: \Tom believes that 2+2=5"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive: The on phrase refers to Mary's emotion/negative evalu-ation of something, so onlyfactive=no. 18



� Tom's believing state:The source: (writer, John, Mary, Tom)The text span: \Tom believes that 2+2=5"The outside: \Tom"The on: \believes that"The inside: \2+2=5"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive: This is a belief of Tom (according to the writer, : : :), sothe tag is onlyfactive=no.||||||||||{(4) Sue said that Mary believes that Gore won the election.� The writer's speaking event:The source: (writer)The text span: the entire sentenceThe outside: noneThe on: noneThe inside: the entire sentenceonlyfactive: yes� Sue's speech event:The source: (writer, Sue)The text span: \Sue said that Mary believes that Gore won the election"The outside: \Sue"The on: \said that"The inside: \Mary believes that Gore won the election"onlyfactive: yes 19



Comments about onlyfactive: The on part of the sentence is neutral: it is simply \saidthat". There is nothing in this sentence that suggests that the inside part is Sue'sopinion. According to the writer, according to Sue, Mary does think that Gore won theelection. Thus, the tag at this level is onlyfactive=yes.� Mary's believing state:The source: (writer, Sue, Mary)The text span: \Mary believes that Gore won the election"The outside: \Mary"The on: \believes that"The inside: \Gore won the election"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive: The tag is onlyfactive=no because an opinion of Mary ispresented (according to the writer, according to Sue).||||||||||-(6) Sue is afraid that Daphne hates her.� Writer's speaking event:The source: (writer)onlyfactive: yes� Sue's being afraid state:The source: (writer, Sue)onlyfactive: no� Daphne's hatred state:The source: (writer, Sue, Daphne)onlyfactive: no||||||||||{(7) \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert political pressure on theChinese Government," human rights experts said at a seminar held by the China Society forStudy of Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday.� Writer's speaking event: 20



The source: (writer)onlyfactive: yes� The human-rights-experts' speech event:The source: (writer, human-rights-experts)The text span: \`Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert politicalpressure on the Chinese Government,' human rights experts said at a seminar held bythe China Society for Study of Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday."The outside: \human rights experts", \at a seminar held by the China Society for Studyof Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday"The on: \said"The inside: \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert politicalpressure on the Chinese Government"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive: The on for this saying event is \said", which is neutral.Onlyfactive is no because, in the context of the article in which this sentence appears, itis argumentative to say that the aim of the report is to tarnish China's image. This is anexample of tagging a speech event onlyfactive=no because the claim is controversialor disputed in the discourse context of the article. In this article, the writer is arguingwith what the report says, and is questioning its motives.� The report's aim:The source: (writer, human-rights-experts, report)The text span: \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert politicalpressure on the Chinese Government"The outside: \Its", \the 2001 report"The on: \aim of"The inside: \is to tarnish China's image and exert political pressure on the Chinese Gov-ernment"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive: The on and inside segments are about a goal of thereport. Goals are private states, so the tag is onlyfactive=no.21



||||||||||{(8) \It is heresy," said Cao. \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."� Writer's speaking event:The source: (writer)onlyfactive: yes� Cao's speech event:The source: (writer, Cao)The text span: \`It is heresy,' said Cao. `The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."'The outside: \Cao"The on: \said"The inside: \It is heresy"; \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."onlyfactive: noComments on onlyfactive: The onlyfactive tag is no for two reasons. First, sayingsomething is heresy is opinionated (unless in a technical religious-doctrine document).Second, opinionated language is used to characterize the \Shouters" (calling them\Shouters", in quotes; \bigger than Jesus"). For a sentence about heresy to be judgedonlyfactive=yes, the article would need to (1) simply assume the relevant religious tenetsand laws, not also defend them against other possible views, and (2) the sentence cor-responding to \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus" would need to be anon-sarcastic, technical presentation of the violation that constitutes the heresy.� The Shouters' claim:The source: (writer, Cao, Shouters)The text span: \It is heresy"; \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus"The outside: \It is heresy"; \The `Shouters"'The on: \claim"The inside: \they are bigger than Jesus"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive:: The on is \claim", which explicitly indicates that a claimof the `Shouters' is presented (according to the writer, according to Cao), so the tag isonlyfactive=no. 22



||||||||||{(9) After visiting the region several times, Italian senator Renzo Gubert, praised the ChineseGovernment's e�orts to protect the indigenous cultural and religious heritage while develop-ing the local economy.� Writer's speech event: onlyfactive=yes� Gubert's praise event:The source: (writer, Gubert)The on: \praise"onlyfactive: noComments about onlyfactive:: \Praised" explicitly indicates that a positive evaluationwas expressed (according to the writer), so the tag is onlyfactive=no.||||||||||{You might ask yourself, how strong does the private state have to be for onlyfactiveto be no? If you look at most sentences long enough, you may be able to perceive somethingopinionated, evaluative, etc. The onlyfactive=no tag should be used only for somethingsigni�cantly non-factive. Please use example annotated documents as a guide.2.7 Signi�cant-and-particular private states and speech eventsAnother important attribute of explicitly-mentioned private states is whether or not they aresigni�cant-and-particular. In fact, to date, the annotators have been asked to annotate onlysigni�cant-and-particular ones. There are two reasons: (1) to make the annotation task morefeasible, and (2) to identify clear, explicit expressions of private states and speech eventsrather than subtle minor ones, to support the NLP applications being developed.Compatibility comment: As of August 2002, the accompanying instructions for perform-ing the annotations do not refer to this attribute; they assume that the annotators are limitingthemselves to signi�cant-and-particular speech events and private states. This will be revised.The expression of a private state or speech event P with source (X1,X2,X3) is signi�cant-and-particular only if the following three criteria are met:� C1 - a signi�cant portion of the contents of the private state or speech event must begiven� C2 - the private state or speech event must exist23



� C3 - the noun phrase referring to the source (if there is one) must be referentialCriteria C1, C2, and C3 are described more fully in the following subsections.Note that, unless it was explicitly indicated otherwise, all explicitly mentioned private statesand speech events annotated so far in these instructions meet these criteria, and are signi�cant-and-particular.2.7.1 C1 - a signi�cant portion of the contents of the private state or speechevent must be given.It is not su�cient that the private state or speech event be mentioned or described: we mustbe told something signi�cant of the content of the speech event or private state in the sentencein which they are mentioned. We don't need to see the complete contents, but we do needsome signi�cant portion. Consider these examples from newspaper articles.(10) As usual, the US State Department published its annual report on humanrights practices in world countries last Monday.Sources: (writer)(11) And as usual, the portion about China contains little truth and many ab-surdities, exaggerations and fabrications.Sources (writer)In sentence (10), the report is referred to, and we know a topic it discusses, but that's notenough to satisfy criterion C1. We may be more tempted to say that the report's speechevent in (11) meets criterion C1, because there are many descriptions of the contents of thereport (little truth, many absurdities, exaggerations, and fabrications). However, we are nottold what the report says, we are just told that the writer does not agree with it. So, criterionC1 is not met in that case either.Following are two examples of private states or speech events that do not meet criterion C1because they are merely referred to in the sentence. What makes these examples interestingis that the ons are noun phrases that refer back to a description of the private state or speechevent in a previous sentence. However, to satisfy C1, we must be told something sign�cantof the content of the private state or speech event within the current sentence.||||||||||{Context: The US is planning to extend military aid to several countries in thealliance to enable them to root out terrorists without using US forces.(HR16.24) Such wishful thinking risks making the US an accomplice in the de-struction of human rights.Comments: The private state whose on is \Such wishful thinking" does notmeet criterion C1. This particular sentence does not tell us what the thinking is;24



it just negatively evaluates it as \wishful".||||||||||{Context: It also says repression of the opposition, the media and civil societyhas worsened following Lukashenka's re-election in September.(HR38.15) President Islam Karimov of Uzbekistan takes similar criticism in thereport, despite having become one of the key U.S. allies in the war on terrorism.Comments: The criticism does not meet criterion C1. This particular sentencedoes not tell us what the criticisms are.||||||||||{We end this subsection with an interesting example:(12) The United States has violated the UN spirit of not interfering in other coun-tries' internal a�airs," said Jin Yongjian, a former deputy secretary-general of theUnited Nations.The interesting private state is the one designated by \the UN spirit of not interfering in othercountries' internal a�airs". We decided that it does meet criterion C1, but we discussed thequestion at length when annotating this sentence. We decided this because the spirit ofnot interfering in other countries' internal a�airs is more like a private state thannot: spirit in this sentence seems close to believing or valuing something. Plus, we see thecontents of the private state: not interfering in other countries' internal a�airs. Somesentences, like this one, will require you to \roll the words around in your mouth a little" todecide which tag seems best.2.7.2 C2 - the private state or speech event must exist.The private state or speech event must exist (according to X1, according to X2). It must notbe presented as merely hypothetical, for example.Following are two examples with private states that do not meet criterion C2, namely Bush'sbelief state in (HR16.22) and the governments' wanting state in (HR38.28).||||||||||{(HR16.22): If, however, US President George W. Bush still believes in thesupremacy of human rights, he must not forget the breeding ground for terroriststhat exists within the anti-terrorist alliance.||||||||||{(HR38.28): \I'm also being pleasantly surprised by the number of governments{ like I said, if they're going to get their economies on a sound footing, and they25



want a real relationship with us, they're going to have to start addressing theseissues." (said Craner is implicit.)||||||||||{2.7.3 C3 - the noun phrase referring to the source (if there is one) must bereferentialCriterion C3 is almost always satis�ed; we include it just to rule out some weird cases.A private state or speech event P with source (X1,X2,X3) meets criterion C3 if the nounphrase referring to X3 is being used to refer to some particular person, group, or entity (ac-cording to X1, according to X2).The following contain examples of private states that do not meet criterion C3:||||||||||{(13) Any intelligent person would see that he is a jerk.||||||||||{(HR16.16): No one who has ever studied realist political science will �nd thissurprising.||||||||||{Context: \We think this is an example of the United States using human rightsas a pretext to interfere in other countries' internal a�airs," Kong said. \Wehave repeatedly stressed that no double standard should be employed in the �ghtagainst terrorism," he added. Beijing blames Uighur separatists for bombings andassassinations, and says they are linked directly to Osama bin Laden, the primesuspect in the September 11 attacks on New York and Washington.(HR10.8) \By practicing double standard on human rights and minorities' is-sues, the United States will de�nitely be despised and opposed by all righteouspeople in the world."||||||||||{As used in these sentences, the phrases \Any intelligent person" in (13), \No one who hasever studied realist political science" in HR16.16, and \all righteous people in the world"in HR10.8 do not refer to speci�c groups or people. Thus, the corresponding private statesdo not meet criterion C3, namely, the seeing state in (13), the �nd surprising state in(HR16.16), and the despising and opposing states in (HR10.8).As mentioned above, these cases are rare. 26



The source of a private state or speech event that does meet criterion C3 may be quite vague,e.g., \critics say", \westerners love their space", \hunters and hikers support the bill", etc.Here are sentences with examples:||||||||||{(HR38.23) Craner acknowledges that many people fear human rights issues willtake a back seat to �ghting terrorism in the Bush administration, but he sayshuman rights are, in fact, a key part of that �ght { a lesson, he suggested, thatmany in the White House had learned from bad experiences during the Cold War.||||||||||{Context: \I have been to Tibet many times. I have seen the truth there, whichis very di�erent from what some US politicians with ulterior motives have de-scribed," said Xirao-Nima, who is a Tibetan.(HR6.13) SomeWesterners who have been there have also seen the ever-improvinghuman rights in the Tibet Autonomous Region, he added.||||||||||{(HR37.8) The Foreign Ministry said that the State Department pronouncementon Chechnya reected the e�orts of \certain circles" in the United States thatobject to the new U.S.-Russian partnership against international terrorism.||||||||||{The phrases \many people" and \many in theWhite House" in (HR38.23), \SomeWesterners"in (HR6.13), and \certain circles" in (HR37.8) are vague, but they still refer to groups ofpeople that exist. Thus, they do not prevent their corresponding private states and speechevents from meeting criterion C3.3 Expressive subjective elementsAbove, we focused on phrases that explicitly mention or describe private states and speechevents, such as \Sue is afraid that : : :", and \Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China'simage : : :"In this section, we consider words and phrases that express private states, but do not ex-plitly state or describe the private state. In other words, the attitude of the private state isimplicit, and there is no explicit on for the private state. Such phrases, called expressivesubjective elements, are often used by people to express their frustration, anger, wonder,negative evaluation, mirth, etc., without explicitly stating that they are frustrated, angry,etc. Sarcasm and irony often involve expressive subjective elements.Examples of expressive subjective elements are: what a, jerk, and ! in \what a jerk!"; so-called as in \so-called expert"; and Far be it from me, as in \Far be it from me to suggest27



otherwise". These express negative evaluation in these sentences. Other examples are howand wonderful in \How wonderful" and absolutely and radiant in \She was absolutely ra-diant." These express positive evaluation in these sentences. As with explicitly mentionedprivate states and speech events, there are other types than positive and negative evaluation.An expressive subjective element might express surprise (e.g., surprisingly), it might expressrelief (e.g., phew), it might express obligation (e.g., supposed to as in \He was supposed tohave �nished the work hours ago"), etc.Let me restate the speci�cation of what you should look for, and look at some examples moreclosely:� \What a jerk!"The writer's private state is expressed in this utterance, but is not explicitly mentioned.That is, there is no wording such as \I judge that person to be a jerk" (judge wouldbe the relevant on phrase).� \The so-called expert discussed the topic for 2 hours."The phrase \so-called" expresses the writer's negative evaluation, suggesting that theperson is not really an expert. Again, there is no wording such as \I do not thinkthat he is an expert" (to not think would be the on phrase) or \In my opinion, thatperson is not an expert on that topic" (opinion would be the on phrase). Note that itis often di�cult to come up with explicit paraphrases of the private states expressed byexpressive subjective elements. That's �ne; you will not be asked to paraphrase them.� \Far be it from me to suggest otherwise, but : : :".Again, there is no explict word or phrase referring to the hu�ness or indignation ex-pressed by the phrase \far be it from me."� \John blathered on and on about his success on the racetrack."The phrase blathered on and on expresses the writer's negative evaluation of John'sspeaking events. Thus, it is an expressive subjective element with (writer) as the source.Often, as in the above examples, the source of the private state is the writer. However, theremay also be expressive subjective elements attributed to a nested source. An example is\heresy" in (8):(8) \It is heresy," said Cao. \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."The source of the negative evaluation expressed by \heresy" in (8) is (writer, Cao).Interestingly, an expressive subjective element may \skip levels", as follows: let P be a pri-vate state or speech event with source (X1, X2, X3). It is possible that, even if an expressivesubjective element SE is in the inside for P , the source of SE could be (X1, X2) or even28



(X1). Consider the sentence:(14) John thinks that that moron is brilliant.The only way to make sense of (14), at least without further context, is that \that moron" isthe writer's description, not John's. To match the above description: P is John's thinkingprivate state, whose source is (writer, John) and whose inside is \that moron is brilliant".However, even though the expressive subjective element \that moron" is part of the insideof P , the source of \that moron" is (writer) (not (writer, John)).4Sentence (8) contains an example:(8) \It is heresy," said Cao. \The `Shouters' claim they are bigger than Jesus."The phrase \bigger than Jesus" is somewhat sarcastic (consider \bigger than Madonna" or\bigger than Elvis"). It is in the inside for (writer, Cao, Shouters)'s claim, but thesource of the sarcasm expressed by \bigger than Jesus" is (writer, Cao).Please make judgments concerning expressive subjective elements independently from youronlyfactive judgments.There is one class of words and phrases that we will sometimes treat as expressivesubjective elements, and sometimes as private-state terms, namely words andphrases such as seem, appear, and give the impression that. Consider how these termsmay be used:� With de�nite sources (treat as explicitly mentioned private states, not as expressivesubjective elements):It appeared to John that Mary was sick (\appeared" is treated as an on)It seemed to John that Mary was sick (\seemed" is treated as an on)John had the impression that mary was sick (\had the impression" is treated as an on)� Without an explicit source (treat as expressive subjective elements):4To use Ban�eld's (?) terminology, subjective elements such as \that moron" are \embeddable", in contrastto those such as \!" which are not. 29



It appears that Mary was sick (\appears" is treated as an expressive subjective elementrather than an on)(HR40.??) These rules seem to legitimize violence and terrorism one way or the other,provided that they target unarmed Palestinians or non-Israelis (\seem" is treated as anexpressive subjective element rather than an on)� Explicit \one" sources (treated as expressive subjective elements):(HR37.2) \One gets the impression that its writers simply used old drafts, as if nothinghad happened in either Russia or the United States in recent years, as if the events ofSept. 11, 2001 had not occurred and the international community had not closed ranksin the battle against terrorism," the ministry said in a statement (\the impression" istreated as an expressive subjective element rather than as an on)We can summarize the treatment of these terms as follows. They are treated as private-stateterms only when there is an explicit, de�nite source. Otherwise, they are treated as expressivesubjective elements.4 Type of attitudeAn important property of private states is the type of attitude they involve.Recall that the annotations involve private states in three situations:1. explicitly mentioned private states2. explicitly mentioned speech events judged to be onlyfactive=no3. expressive subjective elementsYou may be asked to identify the type of the private state (or, more speci�cally, the type ofthe attitude) in all three cases.For now, we will work with just two types of attitudes:� positive: a positive attitude, feeling, evaluation, or opinion toward the object� negative: a negative attitude, feeling, evaluation, or opinion toward the objectIf a private state does not �t clearly into one of these categories, then please do not includea type for it. As our work progresses, the annotation of attitude type will be re�ned.30



Following are some examples.||||||||||{(HR6.2) And as usual, the portion [of the report] about China contains little truth and manyabsurdities, exaggerations and fabrications.� (writer) negative ! report, expressed by subjective elements: \contains littletruth; absurdities, exaggerations, fabrications"||||||||||{(HR6.3)\Its aim of the 2001 report is to tarnish China's image and exert political pressureon the Chinese Government", human rights experts said at a seminar held by the China So-ciety for Study of Human Rights (CSSHR) on Friday.� (writer, human-rights-experts) negative ! report, expressed by subjective ele-ment: \tarnish"� (writer, human-rights-experts, report) negative ! China; explicitly mentionedprivate state whose on is: \aim"||||||||||{(HR6.4) \The United States was slandering China again," said Xirao-Nima, a professor ofTibetan history at the Central University for Nationalities.� (writer, Xirao-Nima) negative ! United States; expressed by subjective ele-ment: \slandering"� (writer, Xirao-Nima, United States) negative ! China; explicitly mentionedspeech event: \slandering"Comments: This example shows that nothing prevents the same text span from beingannotated as two di�erent things. The word \slanders" is a subjective element, with (writer,Xirao-Nima) as the source. It is also an explicit speech-event term, with (writer, Xirao-Nima, United States) as the source.5 That is, when we consider the level of (writer,Xirao-Nima), the word \slanders" is a negative evaluation of the truthfulness of what theUnited States said. When we consider the level of (writer, Xirao-Nima, United States),the word \slanders" communicates that, according to the writer, according to Xirao-Nima,the United States said something negative about China.5NOTE: this speech event does not pass criterion C1 (see section 2.7.1) for being a signi�cant-and-particularspeech event { we are not told what the United States said. To date, our annotators have been restricted toidentifying only signi�cant-and-particular speech events, so they would not have annotated this speech event.31



||||||||||{5 Sentence-level classesCompatibility comment: As of August 2002, the accompanying instructions for perform-ing the annotations do not refer to this attribute. It will be added in the near future.This annotation is included to ensure that sentence-level judgments can be derived from the�ner-grained judgments described so far in this document.By default, we will de�ne a subjective sentence to be any sentence that contains at leastone onlyfactive=no tag or at least one expressive subjective element tag. Otherwise,the sentence is an objective sentence.Since this rule is the default, you don't have to mark anything for sentences that it works for.However, if the rule does not work for a sentence, you should add an annotation to the sen-tence, either override: subjective sentence or override: objective sentence. Whenmight these be appropriate?An override: subjective sentence is a sentence that you perceive as being opinionated eventhough it contains no expressive subjective elements or onlyfactive=no judgments. There issomething else that makes it subjective, likely something contextual.An override: objective sentence is appropriate for sentences with an explicit private stateor speech event, or an expressive subjective element, which you see as being minor, and notsign�cant enough for the sentence-level classi�cation to be subjective.6 StrengthThe accompanying instructions for performing the annotations will specify exactly whichstrengths to indicate and how. Generally speaking, you will be asked to judge the strengthsof private states designated by explicit ons as well as those expressed by subjective elements.In addition, you may be asked to judge the contribution particular words have (such as aword used as an on) to the strength of a private state.7 CertaintyAs the accompanying instructions for performing the annotations specify, you will be askedto specify your certainty in your annotations. The default value will be certain, so you only32



have to add a tag if you are not certain.Please feel free to indicate that you are not certain. With any natural language classi�ca-tion, there are borderline/unclear cases. Your judgments about your certainty will help usdistinguish the clearer cases from the murkier ones.
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